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graphics, by mitab
Ambitious and passionate design producer Mitab kicks-off 2015 with new products by young Swedish designers
Daniel Svahn, Jonas Wagell and HOWL Design Studio.
Row of, design by Daniel Svahn
Row of is a storage cabinet for the contemporary office. Designed to counter the often stiff and sterile office
environment with a more dynamic aesthetic, Row of is a colourful and versatile addition to the Mitab collection.
Row of comes in 4 different widths (140, 170, 190 and 220 cms) and 3 heights (80, 90 and 110 cms) that can be
combined to create different cabinet combinations. Standard colour configurations will be available, however
customers can also specify their own unique colour combinations using the NCS colouring system.
Cluster, design by Jonas Wagell
The Cluster table series with its rounded corners and bold graphic silhouette is a typical Jonas Wagell design
expression - soft, inviting and industrious. Developed to support the Cumulus seating products and the Tonic
easychairs, Cluster comes in two standard table tops and 4 different heights of 42, 52, 62 or 72 cms. Available
in standard colours, clients can specify their own RAL colours for the metal base and Mitab will automatically
match the colour of the ash table top.
Cumulus 5K, design Jonas Wagell
Cumulus 5K (K is for ”kant” which means ’sides’ in Swedish) is developed for waiting and lounge areas where you
want to create a dynamic yet soft environment, using different heights and shapes of the furniture. The 5-sided
shape was chosen because it is more accessible and inviting. The new Cumulus pouf broadens the series, and
along with the new Cluster table, creates a multitude of creative opportunities.
Transfer, design HOWL Design Studio
Transfer is a modern, graphically clear beam sofa for environments where people are on the go. Transfers identity
find themselves at the interface between visual lightness and weight. Prudent and simultaneously characterful
with its clear profile. Transfer is based onan integrated aluminum beam that forms the center of the seat, back
and legs. Transfer comes with 2-, 3- or 4-seats. Seating elements can easily be switched for a table or a height
adjusted disabled seat. Armrest is optional as is the choice of colour and fabric.
All products are available at Mitab´s stand B10:21. Digital press materials can be requested by e-mail to
cissi.johansson@mitab.se or at the information counter in the stand.

PASSION CREATES GREAT THINGS
Mitab is one of the leading Swedish design manufaturing brands. The bold investment in conceptual product lines together with young designers distinguish Mitab´s
more and more prominent role in the market. With 35 years experience in aming to make the best products in the market we think we can make the future better.

